Hello Representative Wool

I would like to express my concerns with HB132 regarding Transportation Network Companies. As I feel there are many things wrong with this bill, Insurance too low, Uber drives down wages, cities would have no say in this matter what so ever and would lose revenue from enforcement , state would lose money, fiscal note is too low (should be closer to $400K per year), Criminal background checks are inadequate by Juneau police departments standards.

Uber should pay, Everyone else pay’s, Just in Juneau the taxi industry pay’s about $200,000 in sales tax, and other fee’s associated with being a taxi (and thats just Juneau). Think about how much the cities could get from Uber if it were regulated properly, money that could go to schools, roads, jobs, etc.. Instead this could let a $5 Billion dollar company in for FREE. Thats just crazy to me.

There are many many more but I would like to mention something that is even more important:

BUYERS REMORSE, What happens if this passes and Uber is not what it seems and we just gave them an open door to the ENTIRE state, what do we do? well unfortunately there isn’t an easy answer to that from what I have read, Once we let them in (unregulated) it would cost a fortune to get rid of them, Or even try to add regulation later. Uber will fight it tooth and nail, they are doing that all over the world now. Taxi’s have been around since 1911 and no they are not perfect, I’ve also heard bad things about doctors, pilots, police officers, etc.. But to think they are all bad because of a few peoples actions? I think thats wrong. Even taxi drivers deserve to have a chance to continue making a decent wage to support there families.

If people want Uber that’s fine, But they need to be on a level playing field with everyone else, And the cities, Towns, And municipalities need to regulate them locally like everywhere else does.

Thank you for your time,
James Harris
907-723-1882